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Sand Joint Stabilizer
*Joint consolidant and water repellent for pavers*
Bonds loose sand in paver joints, preventing weed growth and sand loss from wind, rain, traffic and cleaning.
- Bonds sand grains in joints to control erosion
- Keeps water, dirt and more out of joints and pavers
- Simplifies maintenance cleaning
- Fast drying and VOC-compliant

Paver Enhancer
*Water repellent and color-intensifier for pavers*
Brings out the true lustrous color of pavers while controlling efflorescence, mold and other water-related staining.
- Breathable — water vapor gets out, but liquid water can’t get in
- Excellent color enhancement
- Perfect for concrete, clay and most natural stone pavers
- Simplifies maintenance cleaning

Deep Sheen
*High-gloss protective treatment*
Enhances paver appearance while protecting against soiling, staining, traffic and water intrusion.
- Lustrous protective shield enriches natural paver color
- Protects against oil, grease, water, scuff marks and more
- Non-yellowing; helps prevent efflorescence
- Quick-drying and recoatable

Paver Enhancer WB
*Water-based color-enhancing protective treatment*
VOC-compliant protective treatment brings out the natural color and beauty of concrete, clay and most stone pavers.
- Enhances color
- Keeps water and water-carried contaminants out of pavers
- Penetrating treatment will not peel or blush
- Low-odor and VOC-compliant

Deep Sheen WB
*Water-borne high-gloss protective treatment*
VOC-compliant Deep Sheen WB protects pavers.
- Provides a premium, vibrant gloss
- Guards against etching and staining from spills of acidic and alkaline food, drink and other contaminants
- Dries fast; won’t blush or “yellow”
- Perfect for any size paver installation

Paver color remains deep and rich despite time and weather

Spills of food and drink don’t penetrate and stain

Effective on concrete, clay and most stone paver hardscapes
Weather, dirt & traffic degrade paver installations. Keep the culprits at bay!

From public squares and vast pedestrian malls to intimate patios in upscale residential neighborhoods, nothing says “quality and value” like a hand-laid paver hardscape. The warmth and charm of the paver surfaces you install remind everyone of the value you place on quality.

But that value drops with every tire mark, grease stain or other contaminant. Construction soiling, water penetration, de-icing salts and other problems can diminish the value of your beautiful paver installations.

Sand loss and weeds in the joints reduce the service life and wreck the appearance of your carefully laid hardscapes.

Keep those culprits at bay with cleaners and protective treatments from PROSOCO – created specifically for paver professionals by the makers of Sure Klean® products.

Questions? Problems? Every gallon is backed by the industry’s best technical customer care. Call toll-free 800-255-4255 for answers today.

Before you protect, clean

Vehicular traffic, weather and installation can soil and dull new pavers. Before you lock in their appearance with Paver Kare® protective treatments, make sure you first reveal their true intended beauty.

**Light Duty Concrete Cleaner**

*general purpose construction stain remover*

- Improves color uniformity and enhances appearance
- Dissolves common construction stains for easy rinsing away, including rust and other metallic staining
- Safe for unpolished limestone pavers

After you protect, maintain

Whether your pavers are cleaned weekly or annually, whether you hand the cleaning “keys” to your client or do it yourself as a value-added contract, keep your hardscape looking good as new.

**2010 All Surface Cleaner**

*multiple-use cleaner and degreaser*

- Cleans and degreases lightly to heavily soiled stone, tile, pavers, masonry and much more
- Removes moderate biological staining
- Contains no harsh acids, caustics or solvents

Email us your questions
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